ALTERATIONS GOOD AND BAD

The buildings and grounds bear many marks of activity during the summer. The Pratt Memorial is now almost unrecognizable, thanks to a beautiful addition it. The lawns around Buildings Three and Four have been raked and tended and afford a fair setting to the clean white walls of the buildings. There has been laid out in next herrings lines of car tracks for the students who plan to drive in cars for such a maus, that no car owner need feel neglected. Many particulars the external appearance the Institute has been improved. The exterior appearance is still hardily favor with those members of the student body who have enjoyed the very excellent dance floor in the Main Hall of Walker. It is indeed un- Fortunately, necessity has forced substitution of the present stone for the old hardwood floor which had on, much pleasure during the past year.

GET YOUR ROOM YET?

T. C. A. Ready With List of Registered Hand-Book

The Registrar's Office agrees that this will be the last attempt to get the address and Directory cards as soon as possible, as this is the only means there is of locating students, if they are wanted in connection with the work at the Institute, or to get letters and telegrams upon which is stamped in gold the name of the room in which one may find al room for the entire T. C. A. office. This year's edition marks a radical departure from those of former years in its physical makeup. Bound with a leather cover and containing the T. C. A. seal stamped in gold on the front and containing 150 pages, it is en- tirely new in style and usefulness. The front card bears the name and address of the student and is filed in the registrar's card file, upon which is stamped in gold the student's room number.

Cautiously Useful Information

This book contains greetings to new students of President Nichols, a his- torical sketch of the Institute, and information about the grounds, grounds, class officers, students, athletic clubs, fraternities, so- cieties and clubs, in an easy to read form. It also contains important and rec-
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